We show that a standard tool of probability theory, the Kronecker lemma, has matrix generalizations, but that one of these matrix generalizations is unsatisfactory, to the extent that unless certain extra conditions are placed on the matrix sequence appearing inthe lemma statement, the lemma maY fail to be t~e.
INTRODUCTION
A lemma due to Kronecker is a standard tool in probability theory; see [1, 2] for proof and applications of the lemma. A statement of the lemma is as follows:
KRONECKER LEMMA. Let a~be a sequence of real numbers for which IXP= ,a~l < CO, and q~a monotone increasing sequence of positive real numbers such that q~-+ cc O.Sk+ cc. Then
In examining a conjecture in martingale theory, the precise form of which is irrelevant here, we were led to seek a matrix generalization of the lemma.
'Section 2 states two forms of such a generalization, and it proves convenient in one of these generalizations to impose restrictions on the condition numbers of the members Q~of the sequence of positive definite symmetric *Work supported by the Australian Research C;rants Committee. 15, 227-234 (1976) 227 matrices which replaces in the matrix version of the lemma the scalar sequence q~of the scalar version. In Sec. ,3, we show that if the condition number constraint is violated, there are sequences for which the lemma fails but there are still sequences for which it is true, The question is then raised as to whether or not there is a matrix version of the Kronecker lemma for which weaker restrictions are imposed on the Q~matrices.
LINEAR ALGEBRA AND ITS APPLICATIONS

MATRIX KRONECKER LEMMA
We adopt the following notational conventions. All vectors and matrices will be real. A prime denotes matrix transposition.
For 
(2,!3)
We take QO= 0 in the second and third equalities, Now choose NO such that
So (2.3) yields for aU n > IVO Letting n+m and using the arbitrariness of E e.tiahli.hes (2.1). TO c.tab~i.i.
(!!,2), observe that premultiplication of (2.1) by Qn-1trace Q. yields that (2.2)
is satisfied if Q.-1trace Q,, is bounded. This is equivalent to boundedness of
NECESSITY OF THE CONDITION NUMBER ASSUMPTION
The proof of the second part of the Theorem 2.1 used the assumption that Amw(Qn)/A~in( Qn) is bounded. One might suspect that the inequalities used in deducing (2.2) are simply too coarse to establish the theorem when the condition number assumption does not hold, while more sophisticated inequalities might do the trick. In this section, we shall show that if the condition number assumption fails, one can construct sequences ak and Qs atisfying the remaining condition of the theorem for which the quantity on the left side of (2.2) . k.
The construction of a counterexample to (2.2) will depend on the following proposition, the proof of which will proceed with the aid of two lemmas. The results of these lemmas are well known to many, but they are included for completeness. 
Let N be a p x p matrix. Then N is diagonalizable 0<~i (N) <1 for all i if and only if N= K -IL for symmetric K and L O< L<K.
Proof. Assume AT is dia~onalizable with O<~,(N)< 1 for all i. 
Proof of Proposition.
We Qilk~l Qka~=QG'k~l Q,(r, -rk+,)
(where rn = X~a~), we see that if we can establish for one set of ak, Q that the first quantity on the right side of (3.1) diverges, then (because \\ r~\\+0 as decreases with n. Then by aligning rz. with the eigenvector associated with this maximum eigenvalue, we ensure that IIQz; 1(Q2. -Q2n-1)r2nII gmw with n. Of course, in doing this, we must ensure the various side conditions on the Q~and a~sequences as provided in the Theorem statement are all fulfilled.
Construction of Q~sequence.
Let~u,~~be symmetric matrices existing by Proposition 3.1 such that ()<~~< K,, and Am=(~n~n-'in)= n6. Let 1., =ai Li, IZi=ai Ki, where al= 1, and a2, a3, u4 The first term in the first and third members of the inequality is n, as a result of the definitions of~,na(L~Kn-'Ln) and r2~, As for the second term, we havẽ
n n
This inequality suggests that g(n) should grow at a rate of n. In fact we shall prove (by induction) that (!3.4) *n<g(n)<2n for all n.
First, g(1) = IIK1-'Ll rz II= 1 by construction of r2. Next, assume that (3.4) holds for n=l,2,.,,, r -1, From (3.3), we have 2(7-1) 2(r-1) r--------< g(r)< r+ ------r' r2 ' whence and then~< g(r) <2r, as required. In fact, a refinement of the above argument shows that n'lg(rz)+l as n+m.
The two results of this section suggest that some other condition than boundedness of~~=( Q~)/A~i~( Q~) might prove more effective for delineating those situations in which the Kronecker lemma holds. Not only does the condition number have to be unbounded for the lemma to fail, but also the sequence of orthogonal matrices T~such that T; Qk T~is diagonal must not be constant; it might be conjectured that some minimum rate of variation of T~, determined somehow by the sequence of condition numbers, would divide the situations in which the lemma fails from those in which it is true. However, some further condition on the a~will also be needed.
